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CM SECRETSINTHESTRAW 
(#1)
Head Turnin Okey (#7)

Special Cafeina (#3)

Exacta: 1-7/1-3-7, $4.  Tri:  1-7/1-3-71-2-3-4-7, $12.  Daily Double:   1-7/5-9, $8.
PARKER’S
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Comes off two nice efforts in her two lifetime starts, she raced against winners 
last race and is in against maidens today, choice.
Last two starts aren’t much but she was overmatched in each and also will be 
helped by the return to maiden company.
Third to similar back in May at Emerald, she must be considered.

VEYRON (#9)

Cops R Zoomin (#5)

Mr Easy Okie (#7)

Exacta:  5-9/5-7-9, $4.    

Good second to similar after being dropped to this claiming level last, he moves 
outside today, seems most likely.
Hopped in the air at the start to lose any chance last week when facing tougher, 
she drops into a claiming race and may be the one to beat.
Third only a head behind the top choice last, he is not without a shot.

NINE POINT NINE (#4)

Pebble Beach (#5)

Chedoodlejo (#2)

Exacta:  4-5/2-4-5, $4.  Tri:  4-5/2-4-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.  Pick 3:  2-4-5/6/3-7-9, $9. 

$52,000 yearling purchase looks ready off a nice string of workouts, she goes for 
a barn that has them ready and should come out running.
Had no apparent excuse for the dull try last, but she ran pretty well for second in 
her debut and that effort gives her a big chance.
First time starter is bred to be quick early, workouts are slow however.

TWELFTH FAN (#6)

Jazz Queen (#5)

Parkers Delight (#4)

Exacta:  6/3-4-5, $3.  Tri:  6/3-4-5/2-3-4-5, $9.  Pick 3:  6/3-7-9/4-7-9, $9.   

Just failed to hold on in her most recent against similar, she shortens up, moves 
outside and looks best.
Disappointed when favored in her last, she did raced pretty wide that day and 
either of her previous two starts put her right there at the finish.
Three lengths behind the top choice last, she is likely to get a piece.

TIMBER TITAN (#7)

Gavinator (#9)

Hot Bobby (#3)

Exacta:   7-9/3-7-9, cost $4. Trifecta:   7-9/3-7-9/2-3-4-7-9, $12.  
Pick 3:  3-7-9/7/5-6-7, $9.

Tough loss when 17-1 in his last, he did receive a nice stalking trip that day but 
again should sit right behind the leaders early, gets call.
Drew away late in his first route effort, he also has been improving in each of his 
last three starts, expect good try.
Even fourth in his first route try last, he might get right trip.

EDDIE WOULD GO (#7)

Bar Room Riot (#4)

Mojave Mandate (#9)

Exacta:   4-7/4-7-9, $4.  Tri:  4-7/4-7-9/1-4-5-7-9, $12.  Pick 3:  4-7/5-6/7-8, $8. 

Finished well late for a close third in his first route effort, he should get a 
fast/contested early pace today, expect big late run.
Woke up a little when a close fourth in his most recent, he figures to be close by 
throughout right from the start.
Wide trip in a sprint, he is bred to like a mile, don’t ignore.

Super:  7-9/3-7-9/2-3-4-7-9/1-2-3-4-7-9, $3.60. 

Super:  6/3-4-5/2-3-4-5/all, $2.70.  Pick 4:  6/3-7-9/4-7-9/5-6-7, $13.50. 

Super:   4-5/2-4-5/1-2-3-4-5/all, $4.80.  Pick 4:  2-4-5/6/3-7-9/4-7-9, $13.50. 

Super:   5-9/5-7-9/2-3-5-7-9/2-3-5-6-7-9, $3.60.

Super:  1-7/1-3-7/1-2-3-4-7/all, $6.       Pick 3:  1-7/5-9/4-5, $8.    

Super:   4-7/4-7-9/1-4-5-7-9/1-4-5-6-7-9, $3.60.  Pick 5:  7/5-6-7/4-7-8/3-4/6-8, $18. 

Trifecta:   5-9/5-7-9/2-3-5-7-9, $12.
Pick 3:   5-9/2-4-5/6, $6.
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LIZZY LASS (#5)

Teacra (#6)

Seadrifter (#7)

Exacta:  5-6/5-6-7, $4.  Tri:  5-6/5-6-7/1-4-5-6-7, $12.  Pick 3:  5-6/7-8/3-4, $8.

Veteran was blocked through the stretch when a close sixth in her last, she has 
a nice style and likes winning races, edge in an evenly matched field.
Beat restricted company pretty easily in her last, she steps way up today but 
looks capable of repeating.
Speedy sort is two for her last two and again must be caught.

Super:  5-6/5-6-7/1-4-5-6-7/all, $4.80.  Pick 4:  5-6/7-8/3-4/6-8, $8.

LUCKY ECHO (#7)

Ritzy Tags (#8)

Seattles Best Copy (#4)

Exacta:   7-8/4-7-8, cost $4. Trifecta:   7-8/4-7-8/1-4-6-7-8, $12. 

Pick 3:  7-8/3-4/6-8, cost $8.  

Broke slowly and never recovered when favored last, she gets off the inside, 
adds the blinkers and drops in claiming price, out to make amends.
Apparently didn’t care for routing in her last, she crushed foes in her race one 
back and looks like the main danger to the top choice.
Chased a hot pace and tired in a race she looked to need last, expect improvement.

SOUTHERN SOLUTION (#3)

Tale Spinner (#4)

Neverabettercause (#5)

Exacta:   3-4/3-4-5, cost $4. Trifecta:  3-4/3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.   

Daily Double:  3-4/6-8, cost $8. 

Was cooked in a speed duel last, but today he figures to be able to control the 
early pace and should prove tough to catch.
Didn’t get the best of trips when second in his last, stable mate of the top 
choice figures to be favored again, obvious threat.
Nice stretch run into a slow pace for a win last, he’s deserves a long look.

COME ON COZZENE (#8)

Bird In Love (#6)

Premo Jewel (#5)

Exacta:   6-8/5-6-8, cost $4. Trifecta:   6-8/5-6-8/2-5-6-8-9, $12.

Made her first start for her new connections a winning one with a good score 
despite trouble, she can make it two straight.
Game effort when beating similar in her last, she’s been away seven weeks 
since that race but that didn’t stop her last time, she will battle throughout.
Similar to the second choice she’s been away a bit since a big win, maybe.

Super:    6-8/5-6-8/2-5-6-8-9/2-3-5-6-8-9, $3.60.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS

for Saturday Afternoon, August 22nd,  2015

Super:   3-4/3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5/all, $3.60.

Super:  7-8/4-7-8/1-4-6-7-8/1-2-4-5-6-7-8, $4.80.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
TWELFTH FAN in the fourth. TIMBER TITAN in the fifth.

Today’s Exotic Play: 
Race 8, $.10 Super:  7-8/4-7-8/1-4-6-7-8/1-2-4-5-6-7-8, $4.80.
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DREAM TEAM (#4)
Skelton Pass (#2)

Colonial Power (#6)

I DON’T CARE WHO (#5)
Knock Em Flat (#9)

Rocked Twice (#3)

AIR POCKET (#3)
Dylan Ward (#5)

Blue Law (#1)

APPEALING TALE (#2)
Indexical (#4)

Wild Dude (#3)

PERFECT SET (#2)
Grazen Sky (#7)

Airfoil(#3)

BOYETT (#6)
Twentytwentyvision (#10)

Soi Phet (#8)

TIZ A TOMMY TOWN (#1)
Fabulous Lady (#5)

Annie’s Curls (#7)

ASHLEYLUVSSUGAR (#1)
Ganesh (#2)
Big John B (#4)
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Del Mar Golden Gate
Race Selections for Saturday, August 22nd, 2015

RED VINE (#5)
Bayern (#3)

Beholder (#9)

ROY H (#8)
Mal Verde (#2)

Labour (#7)

Race 11, Del Mar:

BUCKLEBERRY GREY (#7)
Unfettered (#2)

Second Proposal (#8)

GUIA (#5)
Steady Azshegoes (#1)

Sister Hubert (#3)

MANY INVESTMENTS (#4)
Conejos (#6)

Secret Mark (#5)

ROMAN WILD (#7)
Cattle Queen (#4)

Remagen (#1)

MOJAVE HEAT (#4)
Dos Eqkeys (#1)

Darcurts Hope (#6)

SIR VRONSKI (#7)
This One’s for Mel (#6)

He’s Cagey (#5)

GUYFROMTHESKYFIVE (#9)
Rockin Denile (#6)

Venetian Mask (#1)

SPOT SPECIAL (#3)
Benchmark Rose (#10)

Singing (#5)

PAZMEIFUCAN (#8)
Awesome Silver (#7)
Go Mojave Go (#2)

STARZILLA (#7)
Dancer Humor (#11)

Taxali Gate (#3)


